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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true regarding a synchronous workflow that uses temporary data and is called using a call workflow
task in an asynchronous workflow? 

A. A synchronous workflow cannot be called from an asynchronous workflow. 

B. Since the synchronous workflow was called from an asynchronous workflow, the workflow will use permanent data. 

C. There is no user interacting with the data therefore there is no temporary data, and in this case the workflow will fail. 

D. A synchronous workflow cannot be called using a call workflow task; it can only be called from a state transition sub
action. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

When a retired workflow is added to an Object Migration package, what is the expected result when importing it to
another environment? 

A. It will be skipped on import. 

B. It will be removed on upload. 

C. It will be imported in a retired state. 

D. It will be imported into whatever state the workflow exists in the target environment. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

See the Exhibit below. 
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Which action is taken by a user to add a new Sub Action to the copy transition? 

A. Select Add Sub Action in the upper left of the screen. 

B. Select the box on the transition where the Copy text is located and click Add. 

C. Select the grey circle on the left of the Copy transition and click Add Sub Action. 

D. Select the box on the transition where the Copy text is located and click Add Sub Action. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A Retrieve Records task has its source set to the Start task, and the record to be retrieved is associated to the object of
the Start task by a temporary association. 

Which option in the From Records section should be used? 

A. Use it 

B. Use its Reference 

C. Use its Association 

D. Use any Associated BO from module ... of type ... 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is true in describing a dependent list? 

A. Dependent lists must be dynamic. 

B. A list is set to dependent after both lists are created. 

C. A dependent list must have more entries than the parent list. 

D. The parent of a dependent list must exist before a dependent list can be created. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the purpose of the Platform Logging feature of the TRIRIGA Admin Console? 

A. It logs all platform related errors to a debug file. 

B. It requires a restart of the application server to enable. 
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C. It logs both application and platform related errors to a debug file. 

D. It enables real-time, debug-level logging for numerous platform features. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

After making changes to a portal, what actions are required for the user to see the changes? 

A. clear the browser cache 

B. sign out and sign back in 

C. bounce the application server 

D. clear the application cache from the admin console 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

A workflow is running and processing a large set of records. 

To see the instance for the currently processing record, which link would be selected from the workflow builder tool? 

A. Where Used 

B. List All Versions 

C. List Active Instances 

D. List Current Instance 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

What happens when a related portal section is deleted from the Related Portal Section library? 

A. It requires changes in the Security Manager. 

B. It permanently deletes the section from the system. 

C. It removes the section as an option for users of the particular portal. 

D. It stays on the user\\'s portal until the next time the system is restarted. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 10

A new Number field must be created to sum four other Number fields together and display the result. How can the
TRIRIGA Data Modeler accomplish this? 

A. only by using a regular formula 

B. only by using a custom workflow 

C. only by using an extended formula 

D. by using either a regular or extended formula 

Correct Answer: D 
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